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“Some form of distributed version control is standard 
these days, and git is easily the most popular. I 
interviewed somewhere a few months ago and they 
told me they use SVN. I remember thinking that was 
pretty much a deal breaker.” —Ryan Cook, Software 
Engineer



Before 
We Begin



Searching



macOS



On a Mac, press ;' to invoke 
Spotlight, the built-in searching tool



Type the name of an app in Spotlight & press 
Enter or click on the app when you see it



You can also search for files … 
& many other things as well



Windows



Windows 10 Search box



Click inside of search 
box to activate, or 
press ¾Win+Q



Type your search 
term 

Use ���� to 
move around in the 
Start menu 

Press Enter to open 
the app or file



Windows 11 does something weird & kinda dumb

Start Search



If you ¯ click on Start & then  
° click in the Search box at the top…

¯

°



…the Search menu opens, which is confusing & 
weird, so you might as well just click on Search



Type your search 
term 

Use filters 

Use ���� to 
move around in the 
Search menu 

Press Enter to open 
the app or file



Terminal



A shell is a computer program that exposes 
an operating system’s commands to users



A terminal is an app 
that allows you to 
access the shell via 
the command line to 
run commands 
(programs) locally or 
on a remote 
computer



A short demo using iTerm2 on my Mac





The part in green is the 
command prompt, which is 
where you type commands 

Usually ends with $, %, #, or 
> & includes other info



I split my command prompt 
on 2 lines 

The 1st line contains my 
username@computer:current/

location 

I type my commands after the 
$ on the 2nd line



When you want to run a 
command, you type it & 
press Enter/Return



Very often, if a command 
succeeds, you get no 
feedback except a return 
to the prompt)—)that’s 
how you know it worked!



Depending on the 
command, you may get 
feedback)—)sometimes 
spewing by screen after 
screen! 

Press #c to stop a 
command if that happens



Depending on the 
command, you may get 
feedback)—)sometimes 
spewing by screen after 
screen! 

Press #c to stop a 
command if that happens

Command



Depending on the 
command, you may get 
feedback)—)sometimes 
spewing by screen after 
screen! 

Press #c to stop a 
command if that happens

Command Results



You cannot use a mouse in a 
terminal 

Instead, you use arrow keys 
(e.g., � to move left 1 
character) & key commands 
(e.g., '� to move left 1 
word or #e to move to the 
end of a line)



Version 
Control



Version control, AKA revision control & source control 

“…management of changes to documents, computer 
programs, large web sites, and other collections of 
information. Changes are usually identified by a 
number or letter code, termed the ‘revision number’ … 
or simply ‘revision’. … Each revision is associated with 
a timestamp and the person making the change. 
Revisions can be compared, restored, and … merged.”



Built-in









Copying



Copy work & give it a new name for each version 

Problems: 
» Easy to mis-label 
» Easy to overwrite files 
» What’s changed? When? By whom?



Local 
Version Control 

Systems



Store all files in a database 
on each developer’s 
computer 

Each developer checks out a 
file she wants to work on, but 
it’s all on her computer 

No way to share code & 
collaborate 

Ex.: RCS (Revision Control 
System)



Centralized 
Version Control 

Systems



Store all files in a database 
on a single server 

Developers check out files 
& save them back in to the 
project 

Ex’s: CVS & Subversion



Advantages 

Several developers can collaborate on a project 

Developers know what each other is working on 

Admins get fine-grained control over who has access to 
what files 

1 server is a lot easier to manage



Problems 

If server goes down, no one can work 

How do multiple users work on same files at same 
time? Who’s changes get accepted? 

If changes conflict, someone manually merges the 
diûerences



Distributed 
Version Control 

System



There is a central 
repository of the project’s 
code 

Every developer gets her 
own copy (clone) of the 
project, including all 
changes anyone has made



Each developer works on 
whatever she wants & 
merges (pushes) back to 
the repository when she 
thinks it’s time 

Each developer pulls the 
latest changes every other 
developer has made



Easier to share code, 
merge conflicts, & 
experiment with code 

Git is a DVCS (so is 
Mercurial)



History



2000: Larry McVoy 
released BitKeeper, a 
closed-source DVCS



1991–2002: Linux 
developers use patches & 
archives to manage 
software changes (this 
proves unsustainable) 

2002: Linus Torvalds, 
creator of Linux & leader 
of Linux kernel developers, 
starts making developers 
use BitKeeper (owned by 
his buddy Larry)



2002–2005: Developers 
complain that closed-
source software is used to 
manage the world’s biggest 
open-source project, but 
Linus refuses to change 

McVoy allows developers 
working on open source 
projects to use BitKeeper 
for free, which reduces 
grumbling somewhat



In 2005, McVoy changes 
BitKeeper licensing terms 
so open source developers 
no longer get free licenses 

Developers revolt against 
Linus, threatening to fork 
the Linux kernel



April 3, 2005: Linus begins developing Git with a goal 
of 2 weeks before “having something usable” 

April 7, 2005: Initial release of Git 

April 16, 2005: 1st commit of Linux kernel using Git 

June 16, 2005: Git manages the Linux kernel 

July 26, 2005: Linus turns over management to Junio 
Hamano



Companies & organizations using Git: Adobe • 
American Airlines • Amazon • Android • Apple • 
BuzzFeed • Canva • Cloudflare • Coinbase • Dell • 
Disney • DuckDuckGo • Eclipse • Epic Games • Etsy • 
Facebook • Ford • GNOME • Home Depot • Hubspot • 
IBM • KDE • LinkedIn • Linux • Lyft • Medium • MGM 
Resorts • Microsoft • Mozilla • NASA • Netflix • New 
York Times • NVIDIA • Perl • Pinterest • Pixar • 
PostgreSQL • Procter & Gamble • Reddit • Robinhood 
• Ruby On Rails • Samsung • Shopify • Spotify • Stripe • 
Twitter • Unsplash • Walmart • Wix • Zappos • Zillow



Why git? 

Linus Torvalds: “I’m an egotistical bastard, and I 
name all my projects after myself. First ‘Linux’, now 
‘git’.” 

» Random 3-letter combination that is pronounceable 
& not used by any UNIX command 

» Mispronunciation of “get” 
» The Urban Dictionary: “A completely ignorant, 

childish person with no manners.”



BitKeeper was released as 
open source in 2016 

Last update was in 2018 

No longer being developed



BitKeeper was released as 
open source in 2016 

Last update was in 2018 

No longer being developed



Installation



git is really a command line tool



macOS



In VS Code, open the built-in Terminal & enter: 

git --version 

You will be prompted to install Command Line Tools 
for Xcode:  

xcode-select --install



Verify git is installed by entering the following in 
Terminal: 

$ git --version 
git version 2.32.0 (Apple Git-132) 

$ xcode-select -p 
/Library/Developer/CommandLineTools



Windows



Go to git-scm.com/download/win, download, & install 

Accept all default options, but at very end don’t launch 
it

http://git-scm.com/download/win


/ SIDE NOTE

Not sure if you should get the 32- or 64-bit version? 

Start > Settings > System 

Scroll down on left sidebar & click on About 

In the right pane, look at System Type 

» 32-bit will say 67-bit operating system, or X:;-based 
PC 

» 64-bit will say ;>-bit operating system, or X;>-based 
PC



Verify git is installed 

Open Terminal (search for Terminal) or Command 
Prompt (search for cmd) & enter the following: 

C:\Users\YourUserName>git --version 
git version 2.35.1_windows.2











/ SIDE NOTE

Might need to change "git.path": null in VS Code 
Settings



I have prepared an extension pack for VS Code that 
contains some useful Git-based extensions: GrannePack 

Git ����



 Click on the Extensions button to 
open Extensions View 

㈂ Search for granne & my 5 extension 
packs should appear



㈂



Click on Install



You might have to reload VS Code if it tells you to



Done!



GitHub



When Linus developed Git, you were supposed to set up 
the Git repo yourself 

This was complex & not easy



GitHub, a web-based Git repository, launched in 
2008 

Provides centralized access to Git repositories for 
your projects, but also gives you: 

» Access control 
» Collaboration features; e.g., bug tracking, feature 

requests, task management, & wikis 
» Many other features!



Feb. 2022



Mar. 2023



Amazing GitHub statistics!

2022 2023

Developers 73+ m 100+ m

Organizations 4+ m 4+ m

Repositories 200 m 330+ m

Fortune 100 84% 90%



GitHub is now the largest host of source code in the 
world 

It’s also something of a developer’s social network







Your repositories, as 
well as those in which 
you are a collaborator



Latest changes 
to repositories



Latest changes 
to repositories





Gives students free access to 
useful developer tools for learning



100+ services & software available, including: 

Algolia hosted search • Browser Stack • Canva Pro • 
Digital Ocean $100 credit • GitHub Pro • GitKraken Git 
GUI • JetBrains IDEs • LambdaTest cross-browser 
testing • Mailgun 20,000 free emails/month • 
Microsoft Azure cloud services • New Relic • POEditor 
localization • Simple Analytics • Stripe payment 
processor 0 transaction fees on first $1000 • Termius 
SSH client • Tower Git client • Typeform interactive 
forms • Working Copy Git client for iOS





/ SIDE NOTE

There are competitors to GitHub & they are also good 

GitLab 
Gitea 
Bitbucket 
Assembla 

It’s just that GitHub is the biggest & most widely used)—)
learn it, & you can use any of the others



Using Git 
& GitHub



Save, pull, stage, message, commit, push





Previous commit

Last commit



Commit ID that uniquely identifies the latest commit



Click any of those to go to the commit



We are now looking at commit d0994f8



Confirmation this is commit d0994f8 

Also note others can leave comments



Scroll back to the top & you can click 
on the previous commit ID to view that



When you click on the previous commit ID, you see a diû 
showing changes between the later commit & this older one



Git Tools



CLI



Git is created first for the command line 

If you’re a serious developer that works on diûerent 
servers, it could be a good idea to learn the commands



/ SIDE NOTE

The Linux onion







GUI



Many GUIs for Git have been created 

Most developers use one







ÿ & ¾







Working Copy 

Easily the best iOS client for Git & GitHub 

$0 or $16 to unlock all features 

iOS 

workingcopyapp.com







Branching



Branch Basics



There’s always a master branch 

If it’s in master, it’s always deployable 

If you’re working on a new feature, fix, or experiment, a 
new branch should be created oû of master



You (& anyone else with permission) can fork a branch 

Specifically, you will be creating a topic branch: a 
separate branch for working on a single “topic” (e.g., a 
bug fix, a new feature, or an experimental idea) 

Create as many topics as you need so master doesn’t get 
cluttered



Branch names should be descriptive: convert-to-scss 
or add-donation-form



Process



Make a new branch (we’ll cover that in a moment)



Experiment & commit changes on your branch



Changes you make on your branch don’t aûect master 

Easy to update separately from work on master, so at 
any time, update master while you continue working on 
your topic branch



Open a pull request (or push it) 

» A pull request is you saying “let’s discuss these 
commits” 

» People discuss the pull request on GitHub* 
» You can keep pushing to the branch while discussion 

goes on

* Comments on GitHub use Markdown



Keeping changes in a topic branch… 

» Makes it easier for others to review because they can 
focus on only one small set of changes 

» Allows comments from others to focus only on that 
one topic



Someone overseeing the project says: 

» Yes, accept it! 
» Nope 
» Maybe, if you make these changes, & then we’ll 

review it again



Once accepted, merge your branch into master



/ SIDE NOTE

GitHub allows users & developers to report issues 

If you branch to fix that issue, when you merge your 
Pull Request, if you enter Closes #32 then issue 
number 32 in the repo is automatically closed



Learn More











Thank you! 

scott@granneman.com 
www.granneman.com 
ChainsawOnATireSwing.com 
@scottgranneman 

jans@websanity.com 
websanity.com
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Changelog 

2023-03-12 1.2: Added more info to Windows installation; 
added GrannePack Git; updated screenshots for GitHub; 
added table of GitHub stats; added VS Code screenshot & info 
re: Tower to GUI; added cite to Ryan Cook quotation; 
standardized on “VS Code”; hid stuû so I can publish this as is 

2022-09-16 1.1: Added citations to Git History & more info to 
historical version control systems 

2022-07-05 1.0: Released initial version

tel:2022-07-05%201.0
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